Recommendations for the public attending the UCI Masters World champs
Argentina 2022
Hello everyone. From the organization, we want to bring you information so that you
can fully enjoy this edition of the UCI Master World Champs in Cerro Bayo, Villa La
Angostura, Neuquén.
What? The UCI Masters World Champs is the annual competition in which the downhill
and Cross-country world champions of the master categories (over 35 years) are
defined.
Who are compiting? Riders from all over the world participate, many former world
champions and former Olympic runners, world cup champions, continental champions,
etc.
When: The event runs from Tuesday 19 to Sunday 24 April. Competition days are
downhill on Friday and cross country on Saturday and Sunday.
On the web www.ucimastersworldhchamps.com you can find the detail of the schedule
of each modality with its training schedules, competitions, etc.
How much? Admission is free and free for the public who accesses the event.
Where? The two circuits that will be used for the competition are located near the
parking lot of Cerro Bayo. The descent (Kamikaze Circuit) starts from 1500mts high
and descends to the parking lot.

In the case of the Cross country (Arrabiata circuit), it starts from the parking lot and
returns to it following several trails that pass near the base of the hill.

How to access: Access is via the access road to the ski center. It is important to know
that parking will be greatly affected for the organization of the event. That is why its
capacity will be less and the priority will be for vehicles of brokers, exhibitors, etc. That
is why the organization recommends that those who can get several people in vehicles
so that they do not have to park so far from the event.
On the other hand, a public transport service is being managed so that people can
access from VLA without having to do it with their private vehicles.
This information will be on the website www.ucimastersworldchamp.com
Places to watch: The public will be able to access certain places of the routes, while
in others their transit is not authorized for security reasons.
These places will be marked and a map with them will be published shortly.
In the case of Downhill, the authorized places and always outside the circuit will be:
Start, arrival, PRO line, and 22. You can access the upper part by buying a promotion
ticket.
In the case of the XCO, it is designed in such a way that the public can be in the start
and finish area and moving from there a few meters will be able to see it pass several
times. In addition to this place you can access the area of the raizal. It is NOT
authorized to do so in other areas of the route.
Gastronomy service. The event will feature an outdoor Foodtrack-type food court, as
well as 2 heated restaurants.
Those who want to enjoy the view and the descent route will also find a confectionery
in the upper part of the mountain.
Expo: During the event there will be an expo where brands and bike shops will be
exhibiting and marketing their products.

